Sprite™ TW250
Telematics APP for MOTOTRBO™
The Sprite™ TW250 Telematics APP for
the MOTOTRBO™ option board turns the
radio into a cost effective, fully featured
Telematics platform reducing data
system loading and maximizing data
throughput. The Sprite Pinpoint tracking
feature coupled with Event based
reporting of I/O, Odometer, Engine Idle
times etc. makes this platform uniquely
positioned to meet all Fleet Tracking
needs.
Up to 125 location reports and events be combined into single MOTOTRBO data transmission
enabling sub 10 second tracking reports to be batched and sent every 15 Minutes!. This level of
tracking provides location accuracies down to the block level which is particularly important
when auditing vehicle locations and for applications such as reporting International fuel Tax
usage (IFTA Reports).
Tallysman’s TruFleet™ AVL application combined with the TW200 and TW250 Pinpoint tracking
capabilities enables radio system operators to increases the number of data users on their
system many fold without having to additional repeaters to support the increased data traffic.
The TruFleet™ AVL application manages the TW200 high rate location reporting without
compromising system performance.
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Benefits















Telematics APP installs on MOTOTRBO™
option board
Out of range logging and retrieval
Pinpoint tracking & batch reporting
Event driven reporting e.g. Periodic,
distance, turns etc.
Time-OFF-Timer
Waypoints reports
Odometer reports/Idle Time





Increased productivity
Auditing of vehicle routes
Reliable record of stop arrival &
departures times.
Odometer records
Monitoring vehicle utilization
Increased driver safety

Sprite™ TW250
Telematics APP for MOTOTRBO™
The Sprite™ TW250 Software APP is easily loadable onto the option board via the radio’s
accessory connector, needing no additional 3rd party hardware. The end result is a fully
featured GPS tracking platform, which fully exploits the radio resources and maximizes
channel usage by minimizing air-time data transmissions.
The Sprite™ TW250 Software APP provides Fleet Operators detailed information on their
mobile asset to help them better manage their operations. The highly cost effective Sprite™
TW250 Software provides direct benefits, considerable operational enhancements and ReturnOn-Investment in typically less than twelve months.

Improve Customer Service
The Sprite™ TW250 Software APP is ideally suited for applications where keeping schedules ontime is critical. As well, it features functionalities to improve customer service, such as onarrival reporting, set to preloaded waypoints, customer premises or to arrival/departure
points, such as bus stops and airports.

Reduce Operating Costs
Fleet operating costs can be reduced by up to 10% by limiting unauthorized vehicle use,
tracking actual route taken by vehicle and mileage based upon GPS odometer.
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